
T I M E C L O C K

Combo Face & 
Finger Reader    
BP 400W

Eliminate buddy punching and have more flexibility with our multi-biometric face and finger reader time 
clock. Additionally, employees can clock in/out using RFID badges or PIN entries. Employees can be enrolled 
and clock in/out using their face and/or their finger.  Essentially, this is two clocks in one – the face reader 
and the finger reader time clocks.

The face reader feature uses dual HD camera technology and captures a 3D facial image map for fast and 
accurate biometric identification. Employees stand in front of the clock, and it will quickly analyze and 
compare unique facial patterns for individual identification. Employees clock in/ out without ever touching 
the time clock. 

The finger reader feature has a new upgraded optical finger sensor with an enhanced algorithm that improves 
reading wet, dry, and rough fingers.

Easily connects to the internet using WiFi or LAN. No middleware is required. Both static and DHCP 
addressing is supported.

Face Reader Features
4    Verify employee punches using 3D face recognition 
4    Hands-free face recognition. Employees don’t have to touch anything for quick  
       and easy clocking in/out.
4    Face recognition for up to 1200 employees

Finger Reader Features
4    Verify employee punches using a biometric finger scan
4    Register up to 2,000 unique fingers

Time Clock Features
4    Keep employees accountable and eliminates buddy punching
4    Easily connects to the internet through WiFi or LAN
4    Will also work with RFID Badges for up to 10,000 badges and PIN entry
4    On-board backup so data is never lost
4    A 4.3-inch color touch LCD display with easy to use menu interface
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Combo Face & Finger Reader    
BP 400W (continued)

Hardware Specs
Size: (L x W x H): 7.6” W x 6.5” H x 4.4” D
TCP/IP: Wired port for direct connection to a router, hub, or switch. 
WiFi: Integrated wireless Ethernet, 2.4GHz band, IEEE80211b/g/n standards, standard WPA security. 
Power: Transformer input AC 100-240V 50/60Hz (clock input 12VDC 3A) 
Environment: 32°F-113°F, humidity 20%-80% 
Weight (approx): 1 lb

Package Includes 
4    Combo Face & Finger Reader Time Clock
4    Wall mounting bracket with hardware 
4    Power supply 
4    6’ Ethernet cable
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